
1835 - 1910, 
American author  
and humorist

The experT whose words sTill aroUse and amUse  Whether 
spinning adventurous yarns about life in the South or railing against cor-
ruption and political excess, Twain’s vivid depictions and masterful style 
make him an inimitable icon of American literature. Though he failed as 
a riverboat captain, prospector and soldier, Twain enjoyed international 
acclaim as a writer and humorist. Sometimes lighthearted, often sardonic, 
nearly always thought provoking, Twain penned more than 30 books and 
hundreds of essays and stories, including such classic page-turners as The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn.  Mark Twain: wit, wisdom, 
and an innate sense of justice put this literary expert in a class of his own.

Twain’s keen wit and incisive satire 
led american author william faulkner 
to call him “the father of american 
literature.” 

mark
Twain

experTs in a class of Their own

Toshiba and educators.
A 20-year success story  

that never gets old.

literature

Twain was also an amateur inventor whose
oddball innovations included an infant bed 
clamp and detachable garment straps.



1834 - 1907, 
Russian chemist and inventor

The experT who penned The periodic TaBle  Isn’t it ironic that the 
impact of a life spent measuring things may itself be… immeasurable?  
A profound thinker and prolific researcher, chemist Dmitri Mendeleev’s 
contributions to the field are as innumerable as his unruly chin whiskers. 

But despite achievements in education, agriculture, geology and 
petrochemicals, the capstone of his brilliant career was formulating 
the Periodic Law and arranging the Periodic Table into a uniquely 
tidy format that’s still in use today. Dmitri Mendeleev: seeing the world 
in a way others didn’t puts this expert chemist in a class of his own. 

mendeleev once served as russia’s chief 
scientific adviser. he was also the co-
founder of russia’s  chemical society.

dmitri
mendeleev

experTs in a class of Their own

Toshiba and educators.
Excellent chemistry  

for more than 20 years.

he accurately predicted the discovery of 
future elements that would eventually 
complete the periodic Table.

chemistry



1512 – 1594,   
Flemish cartographer

The experT who mapped The planeT Chart the course of Gerard Mercator’s 
remarkable life and an unlikely path to preeminence unfolds before your eyes. 

The son of a Flemish cobbler, Mercator masterfully transformed his 
innate love of learning, keen intellect and aptitude for detail into 
an extraordinary career, ascending from poverty to prominence 

as 16th century Europe’s greatest map maker and geographer. 
Mercator’s most renowned cartographic contribution is the Mercator 

Projection, a revolutionary two-dimensional map style that enabled sea-
faring mariners to more accurately plot and steer lengthy nautical journeys. 
Gerard Mercator: literally changing how humans see their world puts this 
expert planet mapper in a class of his own.

mercator coined the term “atlas” and was the 
first to inscribe “north america” on a map.

Gerard
mercaTor

experTs in a class of Their own

Toshiba and educators.
Helping students navigate new 

worlds of knowledge since 1989.

geography

u

mercator’s 1536 terrestrial globe 
was the most detailed of its day. 



1912 - 2008, 
American Biologist

The experT who exposed life’s sUBcellUlar secreTs  This charismatic child of a 
Romanian philosophy professor and a high-school teacher was a giant among  
scientists, pioneering breakthrough cell-study techniques that revealed life’s  
tiniest mysteries. Through his expertise in electron microscopy, Dr. Palade 
made groundbreaking discoveries in protein synthesis and cellular 
transport—the ways in which substances move in and out of cells.  
Isolating, imaging and identifying the functions of mitochondria 
and other microscopic structures earned Palade a 1974 Nobel Prize—

and the distinguished title “a father of cell biology.” George Palade: exposing the 
miracles of the subcellular world puts this biology expert in a class of his own.

palade was among the scientists 
who pioneered the american society 
for cell Biology.

GeOrGe
palade

experTs in a class of Their own

Toshiba and educators.
Inspiring students to see the bigger 

picture since 1989.

microbiology

among palade’s most memorable work was 
mapping microsomes, active, rna-rich bodies 
that help catalyze protein synthesis.
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